
POWER TRAX HD (SS) - Data Sheet

Description

POWER TRAX HD premium tire is specially designed for

equipment in port and underground mining applications.

Its deep tread, the extra thick sidewall and the tough

casing provide exceptional durability minimizing the risk of

punctures and accidental damages. The tire features

excellent cut and chip resistance, which is particularly

suitable for rough and hard surfaces. The specially

designed rim guard ensures protection against flats and

wheel damage in the rim flange area.

UM

US Standard

Construction

BIAS

Machinery

Industrial: Skid Steer

SIZE Version USACode LI/SS PR RIM REC RIM ALT SW OD SLR RC Type ECE

10 - 16.5 IMPLEMENT 94055777 120 A8 10 8.25 10.6 31.1 14.2 91.8 TL E11-106R-003531

10 - 16.5 STANDARD 94017300 10 8.25 10.6 31.1 14.2 91.8 TL

12 - 16.5 STANDARD 94017331 10 9.75 12.8 34.1 15.4 100.5 TL

12 - 16.5 STANDARD 94017355 12 9.75 12.8 34.1 15.4 100.5 TL E11-106R-005557

12 - 16.5 STANDARD 94017393 14 9.75 12.8 34.1 15.4 100.5 TL E11-106R-005562
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